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stamp-n-storage

How I Painted my Units
I LOVE my Stamp-n-Storage units...

but I needed them white.
 

After ruining a few units this
is the method that worked for me.



I sanded all the sides and the front edges with fine (220
grit) sandpaper
I used a tack cloth to remove all the dust
I bought white spray paint. I don't think it matters which
brand.  I wanted a semi-gloss finish.  I used Krylon. Buy 2x
as much paint as you need.  I think I used 15 cans.
Paint outside.  Lay a plastic drop cloth down. The paper
dividers in the units do come out - BUT - do NOT take
them completely out when you are painting.  They fit so
exact that the addition of the paint does not allow them
to fit back in. Ask me how I know.....
I sprayed all the sides first and then the top.
While I was spraying the top I would pull the dividers out
about 4-5", spray both sides of the dividers, and then
push them back in.  I realized that I was trying to give the
'illusion' of white since I don't see the whole divider (just
the ends).
I did 4 THIN coats with a drying time of 30 minutes
between each (quick dry paint).

This might be hard to describe without pictures...
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Make sure it is not windy the day you are painting.  The
paint will go everywhere except on your units.
When I was all finished I sanded the sides and front again
with the fine sandpaper.  

 

 
And viola....all beautiful and white

 
 

Labeling the Cardstock - 
 

Underneath each color is a clear 'page'.  I cut down
'Translucent Elfa Ventilated  Shelf Liners' from the Container
Store. I made a clear label with notes the color of the
cardstock and the manufacturer in each corner.
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Hey there!
It's me, Jane. I am a wife,

mom, sister and friend. I am
a blogger who has a heart

for women in all phases and
stages of life. I share all kinds
of things - from card making
to budgets to organization

and God.  You can find me in
my craft room, on the

computer or at the lake just
hanging out.

I hope this has been helpful to you!
You can find me...

PositivelyJane.net

Instagram: @positively.jane
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